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Proposed Change: Minor adjustments proposed to the estimating module: 

1. Make “Estimate ID” an editable field. 
2. Whether within the estimating module itself or at least when exporting the 

estimates (PDF & Excel) please show the breakout (material, labor, equipment, 
total, and total incl. O&P) for how the “estimated value” figure in each line item is 
calculated. 

3. Show line item breakout with description for any “Additional costs” entered after 
the estimated subtotal. 

4. Add capability to wrap text in the “type description field” while searching the tree 
of RSMeans line items 

Justification: Justifications for the above proposed changes are: 
 

1. It would be helpful to be able to uniquely identify estimates using the Estimate ID 
field similar to what is done for projects using the Project ID field. 

2. Without the breakout of material, labor, equipment, etc. it can be unclear what is 
included in the “estimated value” field or how that figure was derived. These 
breakouts appear while searching the tree of RSMeans line items but then they are 
no longer visible during the rest of the process after line items have been added to 
the estimate. 

3. Currently, any “additional costs” entered are lumped together after exporting the 
estimate with no breakout of what is included  

4. Many line item type descriptions are longer than the available space and cannot be 
effectively read even when sliding the boundaries of the field to try and increase 
the area. The text wrap functionality already exists when reviewing line items 
which have been added to an estimate, but it would be extremely helpful to have 
this same functionality while searching the line items in the RSMeans trees.  

  
Please Do Not Type Below This Line 

CCB Remarks: 
 
 

06/26/2018 – CCB Recommended.  Only item 2 will be implemented by including the RS 
Means unit cost for labor, material, equipment, overhead and total in the Excel output of 
the estimate report.   
 
Item 1 is not needed because Estimate Name and Description are available for update.  
Item 3 is not needed because Additional Cost can be viewed from the Estimate Detail 
window.  Item 4 has been resolved in a prior release. 
 

OAM Remarks: 
 

06/28/2018 – Approved by Adam Pugh 
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